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be made from time to time based on emerging evidence and best-practice standards.
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1 WHAT IS A PANDEMIC?
THE PANDEMIC IMPACT

TRANSMISSION MODES
URBANISATION AND SPREAD OF DISEASE

Urbanisation in the developing world is bringing more and more rural residents into denser neighborhoods, while
population increases are putting greater pressure on the environment. At the same time, passenger air traffic
nearly doubled in the past decade. These macro trends are having a profound impact on the spread of infectious
diseases.

A pandemic is defined as
“an epidemic occurring worldwide,
or over a very wide area, crossing
international boundaries and usually
affecting a large number of people”.

CHAIN OF INFECTION
RESERVOIR

MODE OF TRANSMISSION

SUSCEPTIBLE HOST

THE CHAIN OF INFECTION HAS 3 MAIN
PARTS

PORTALS OF ENTRY

1. A reservoir such as a human and an agent such
as an amoeba.				

DROPLET

AGENT

DIRECT CONTACT

2. The mode of transmission can include direct contact,
droplets, a vector such as a mosquito, a vehicle such
as food, or the airborne route.		

VECTOR
AIRBORNE

VEHICLE

3. The susceptible host has multiple portals of entry
such as the mouth or a syringe.

Scientists use a basic measure to track the infectiousness
of a disease called the reproduction number — also
known as R0 or “R naught.” This number tells us how
many susceptible people, on average, each sick person will
in turn infect.

A Basic Reproduction (R0) number of diseases

Measles tops the list, being the most contagious with a R0
range of 12-18. This means a single person can infect, on
average, 12 to 18 people in an unvaccinated population.
While measles may be the most virulent, vaccination
efforts and herd immunity can curb its spread. The more
people are immune to a disease, the less likely it is to
proliferate, making vaccinations critical to prevent the
resurgence of known and treatable diseases.
It’s hard to calculate and forecast the true impact of
COVID-19, as the outbreak is still ongoing and researchers
are still learning about this new form of coronavirus.
* This number may change as we learn more about this new disease

Source: Visual Capitalist

Source: World Health Organisation
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2 PANDEMIC COVID-19
EMERGENCE OF COVID 19
The viral pneumonia which first arose in
Wuhan City, China, is called COVID-19
(which stands for Coronavirus Disease
2019), and is caused by a novel
Singapore
reported it’s first
coronavirus.

GDP GROWTH IMPACT
COVID-19’S
IMPACT ON SINGAPORE

COVID-19 pandemic has caused a severe
disruption to global economic activity and
has led to both demand and supply-side
shocks to the Singapore economy.

COVID-19 case on Jan 23. Since
Singapore
it’s first
then
there reported
have been
moreCOVID-19
than case
on Jan 23. Since then there have been
58,729
confirmed
cases and
29and 29
more than
58,285 confirmed
cases
deaths in
in Singapore
virus.*
deaths
Singaporefrom
fromthethe
virus.

SINGAPORE ECONOMIC IMPACT

The impact of COVID-19 on the
Singapore economy has been broad
andSINGAPORE
significant,ECONOMIC
affecting different
IMPACT
sectors of the economy to varying
degrees.
The impact of COVID-19 on the Singapore economy has been broad and
significant, affecting different sectors of the economy to varying degrees.

Below is an infographics showing
Below is an infographics showing which industries are affected.
which industry are affected.

latest updated:
(As*ofFor
December
2020)

https://covid19.who.int/region/wpro/country/sg

EMERGENCE
COVID-19
HOW DOESOF
COVID
19 SPREAD?

According
to MOH
(Ministry
The
viral pneumonia
which
first aroseofinHealth)
Wuhan City,
China,
is called COVID-19
standssuggests
for Coronavirus
Singapore,
current(which
evidence
Disease
2019),
and
is
caused
by
a
novel
coronavirus.
that transmission of COVID-19 occurs

primarily through the respiratory
droplets of infected people, which are
GDP GROWTH IMPACT
expelled when an infected person
coughs,pandemic
sneezes,
sings.disruption
These to
COVID-19
hastalks
causedor
a severe
global
economic activity
and has
ledreach
to boththe
demand and
respiratory
droplets
can
supply-side
shocks
to
the
Singapore
economy.
eyes, nose or mouth of a susceptible
person directly or indirectly (via
contaminated surfaces), resulting in
infection.
HOW DOES COVID 19 SPREAD?

Airborne transmission of the virus can
According to the Ministry of Health (MOH) Singapore,
occur
in health
care
where
current
evidence
suggests
thatsettings
transmission
of COVID-19
aerosol-generating
procedures
occurs
primarily through the
respiratory are
droplets of
performed.
there
havewhen
been
infected
people, While
which are
expelled
an infected
person
coughs,
sneezes,
or sings. These respiratory
limited
reports
oftalks
airborne
droplets
can
reach
the
eyes,
nose
mouth ofcare
a susceptible
transmission outside oforhealth
person directly or indirectly (via contaminated surfaces),
settings internationally, its role and
resulting in infection.
extent are under further study. MOH
will
continue
to ofmonitor
theoccur
evidence
as
Airborne
transmission
the virus can
in healthcare
** https://www.moh.gov.sg/covid-19/faqs
settings
where
aerosol-generating
procedures
are
it emerges. **

For latest update:
https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/NG
HOW
IS THE VIRAL PNEUMONIA BEING
DP_RPCH@WEO/OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD/
TRANSMITTED?
APQ
The novel coronavirus causing COVID-19 spreads through
droplets and contact. In Singapore, the most common
setting during the early stages of transmission was within
the community and in workers’ dormitories. After
introducing Singapore’s circuit breaker, the transmission
setting was limited to import cases.

https://www.mti.gov.sg/-/media/MTI/Resources/Economic-Survey-of-Singapore/2020/EconomicSurvey-of-Singapore-First-Quarter-2020/FA_1Q20.pdf

EMBRACING THE CHALLENGE

We can’t predict how or what is the
next virus. Now more than ever CPG
plays a vital role in making the built
environment resilient to the next
pandemic by the use of technology,
design and wellness principles.

EMBRACING THE CHALLENGE
We can’t predict how or what the next virus is. Now more than ever,
professionals in the built environment industry play a vital role in making
the built environment resilient to the next pandemic by the use of
technology, design and wellness principles.

performed. While there have been limited reports of
airborne transmission outside of healthcare settings
internationally, its role and extent are under further study.
MOH will continue to monitor the evidence as it emerges.

SOURCE: World Health Organization, Ministry of Health, Singapore; Ministry of Trade and Industry, Singapore; International Monetary Fund
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NEW SPACES AND SOCIAL NORMS

MOVING TOWARDS THE NEW NORMAL
From battles on the front lines to social distancing from friends and family,
COVID-19 has caused a massive shake-up of our daily lives.

COVID-19 not Singapore’s last
health crisis, as PM Lee warns of
Disease X.

After second-guessing everything from hugging our loved ones to delaying travel,
there is one big question that everyone is likely thinking about: “Will we ever get back
to pre-COVID-19 days?”

But, why wait to go back to the old normal?
Let’s use this pandemic as an opportunity to improve our previous way of living and
create a better environment to live, play, and work (e.g. how work-from-home has
changed the way we view travelling for work etc.).
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong said that while
COVID-19 has been a disaster for the world, “it is by
far not the worst new disease that can befall mankind”.
He added that Singapore must learn from the COVID-19
experience and be ready when a worse one hits the
country.		
Coming off the recent completion of the National Centre
of Infectious Diseases (NCID), CPG finds ourselves in the
unique position to translate our findings and experience
from the project into different scenarios that expand
beyond the typical healthcare setting.

We ask ourselves how we can create environments
and communities that are resilient and adaptive,
and ultimately produce a quality of life that
responds to the way we are evolving .

1m distancing

Gatherings in groups of 5

Segregation

Remote communications

Potential rise in social isolation
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3 DESIGN OBJECTIVES

To develop a set of design strategies for different building
DESIGN OBJECTIVES
types with reference to infrastructure-related measures for

To develop a set
of planning
design strategies
forsituations.
different building types with reference to infrastructure
future
in pandemic
measures for future planning in pandemic situation.

SUSTAINABILITY
Derive economically-viable
and technically-feasible solutions
that are flexible for different scenarios.

RESILIENCE
Ensure operational continuity, and on a secondary
level, enable normality for building occupants.

SAFETY
Protect building occupants and minimise the spread of contagion.

Pandemic Resilience Play Book

Academia, Singapore
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4 DESIGN FRAMEWORK
DESIGN STRATEGIES
Applying the learning points by referencing various projects CPG
has done, we recommend six design strategies that will strengthen
pandemic resilience of the built environment.

Strategically designing buildings to be sustainable, resilient,
and safe is key to a pandemic resilient built environment.
To achieve this, a Design Framework is proposed. At the
core of the framework are the 4 stages of an Emergency
during a pandemic.
A set of 6 design strategies are developed to be used in
each of the 4 stages; prioritised and adapted accordingly
to the situation and programme.

DESIGN FRAMEWORK
PANDEMIC RESILIENT DESIGN FRAMEWORK
Strategically designing buildings to be sustainable, resilient and safe
is key to a pandemic resilient built environment. To achieve this, a
Design Framework is proposed. At the core of the framework are the
4 stages of an ‘Emergency’ – the Pandemic.
A set of 6 design strategies are developed to be used in each of the 4
stages; prioritized and adapted accordingly to the situation and
program. These 6 strategies can also be read individually or in
combination with one another depending on the specific requirements
of the situation/projects
PLANNING
PRINCIPLES

1. Prevention
& Mitigation

4. Continuity
of Business

Flexibility and
adaptability as the
main drivers for
pandemic resilience
planning.

MATERIALITY

Use of materials to
minimise transmission
risk through material
contact.

SYSTEMS
DESIGN

Design considerations
of mechanical,
electrical and other
specialised systems in
enhancing resilience.

2. Coordinated
Approach to
Preparedness

TECHNOLOGY

Using technology to
lessen the impact
of the pandemic by
boosting systems
capabilities, educating
and protecting people
on the ground.

NATURE &
WELLNESS
APPROACHES

Using nature to create
a healthy environment,
mitigating stressors
and increasing
productivity for overall
well-being.

SMART REAL ESTATES &
DIGITAL MASTERPLAN

Reduce labour
intensity and enhance
service quality via
smart real estates
in the context of a
pandemic.

3. Integrated
Response

Pandemic Resilience Play Book
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PLANNING PRINCIPLES

3 MAIN PLANNING PRINCIPLES
The design strategies are grouped into 3 main design
parameters of Context, Program and Functions,
and Controls which consider the Macro (external
considerations) of the Context to Micro (internal
considerations) of space planning in Program and Function
as well as Controls elements as tools to assist the various
Hierarchy of Controls.

PLANNING PRINCIPLES

The definitions of the 3 main planning parameters will
be elaborated respectively in the next few pages with
examples. These design parameters can be applied to
Urban or Building Scale developments as they are often
interrelated in consideration. 		

Resiliency is like elasticity, the principles of planning never change, we only learn & adapt from our experiences so we can
be better prepared for the next event through design strategies that eliminate or minimise exposure to hazards.

3 MAIN PLANNING PARAMETERS

Therefore, the main goal of the Planning Principles is to allow for effective prevention and mitigation design strategies for
APPENDIX
A
pandemic
readiness represented
in the 5 rungs of Hierarchy of Controls as follows:				

EFFECTIVENESS

+

̅

Resiliency is like elasticity, the
principles of planning never change,
we only learn & adapt from our
experiences so we can be better
prepared for the next event.

COVID-19 HIERARCHY OF CONTROLS
•
•
•
•

PHYSICAL DISTANCING

Completely eliminating
exposure to hazard

Isolating people
from hazard through
physical means

•
•
•
•

SPATIAL CONTROL

Isolating people
from hazard through
mechanical means

Last line of
defence

ADMINISTRATIVE
CONTROL
PERSONAL
PROTECTION

MOVEMENT - ACCESS CONTROL
- OUTDOOR FURNITURE

New Spacing Norms
Physical Barriers
Routing Design
Natural Ventilation

PROGRAMME &
FUNCTION

• ACMV Strategies
• Disinfection Regime
• Smart Solutions
e.g.: Robotic Surveillance

ACTIVE ENGINEERING
CONTROL

Change the way
people behave

CONTEXT

Work-from-Home
Virtual Meetings
Split Teams
Shift Rotations

•
•
•
•

This list of parameters is not
comprehensive but a starting
point for considerations towards
pandemic resiliency planning, with
Flexibility and Adaptability as the
main drivers to be as ready as
possible for the next pandemic.

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS – ADJACENCIES – NEW
SPACE NORMS – ZONES – NEW SPACES

Social Distancing
Visitation Management
Temperature Measurement
Contact Tracing Apps

Macro to Micro
Parameters

• Personal Protective Equipment
• Wear masks
• Wear gloves

CONTROLS

The most effective design strategies are prevention control methods with Physical Distancing (shown at the top of the
graphic) to eliminate
and
isolate
people
physical means using Spatial Control.
Source:exposure
US Centre for Disease
Control
and Prevention,
European from
Centre for the
Diseasevirus
Preventionthrough
and
Control, El Pais, Cornell University, Singapore Ministry of Health, Singapore Ministry of Manpower

Pandemic Resilience Play Book

The next level of measures are more protective methods using Active Engineering Control and Administrative Control
within the development, with Personal Protection as the last line of defence at the bottom.

5

PHYSICAL CONNECTIVITY
– DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY
– CIRCULATION – LIGHT –
SOUND – NATURAL
VENTILATION

List of Design Strategies under the three main planning parameters

ADAPTED FROM SOURCES: US Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, El Pais, Cornell University,
Singapore Ministry of Health, Singapore Ministry of Manpower
PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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3 MAIN PLANNING PRINCIPLES

3 MAIN PLANNING PRINCIPLES

CONTEXT

PROGRAMME AND FUNCTION

• Refer to the physical Urban and Site Context of the development of all surrounding built
and natural features, as well as social, economic, and environmental factors that impact
the site.

• Identifies the functional spaces (including area quantum) within the development based
on the brief.
• It is important to consider the functional or department adjacencies and circulation
between each program.

• The area coverage usually refers to the surrounding areas within proximity of the site up
to a regional scale.

• This is highly dependent on user requirements and business models.

URBAN SCALE

VEHICLE /
PEDESTRIAN
MOVEMENT
• During a pandemic, site restrictions such as
social distancing for transportation, access
to public spaces etc. will be imposed.

BUILDING SCALE

• Consider modes of entry and circulation in, through
and around the development to prepare for vehicular
and pedestrian queues.
• New circulation flow may be required to limit
overcrowding for safety and control.
• Larger pedestrian circulation space will allow flexibility
for social distancing if implemented.
• Health Screening for occupants and visitors entering
the building in various modes.
• Consider restrictions with varying degrees at all the
entry points into the building (main entrance and
secondary entrances)
• Control occupancy within the development to allow
sufficient social distancing for ensuring health and
safety of building occupants.

ACCESS
RESTRICTION
CONTEXT

PLANNING
PARAMETERS

PANDEMIC
READINESS
PARAMETERS

• For example, seating arrangements at the
parks may have to be adjusted. This can be
solved with flexibility in design so it can cater
to both peacetime and pandemic situations.

OUTDOOR
FURNITURE

• Tables and seats in outdoor areas may have to be
removed, reduced or spaced out during a pandemic to
discourage people from waiting and lingering around.
• Movable outdoor furniture on the development can be
used in multiple ways during the pandemic. For
example, benches, notice boards etc. can be used to
demarcate queue lines and provide additional spacing
for social distancing.

PANDEMIC
READINESS
PARAMETERS

CRITICAL
FUNCTIONS
AND SPACES
IDENTIFIED

PROGRAMME AND FUNCTIONS

PLANNING
PARAMETERS

• Defines the broad strategies to be considered to ensure planning considerations are in
sync with city administrations, municipal boards & regulatory government bodies and the
neighbouring developments and clients’ operations.

FUNCTIONAL
RELATIONSHIP OF
SPACES
(ADJACENCIES)

NEW SPACE
NORMS

COMPARTMENTATION BUBBLE
(SPLIT ZONES)

URBAN SCALE

• Based on the severity of the pandemic,
certain functions in the community may be
restricted for users.
• This is usually based on policies and SOP
imposed by the local government during the
pandemic.

• Essential Building Services shall be provided as per
normal, to support the critical functions and space of
the building /development.
• Users to adhere to specific on-site operational SOP,
e.g. Safe Distancing, Infection Control, Split Zone
Measures, etc.
• Larger space norms.
• Ability to compartmentalise individuals with barriers,
screens or partitions.

• Neighbourhood parks located within walking
distance from the users (e.g. residential,
commercial office use) are highly
recommended.

• Consider the adjacencies of critical functions with
non-critical functions which can become the flexible
buffer for expansions of critical spaces during the
pandemic.

• There are no new specific norms in utilising
the public open space other than social
norms, such as respecting other users, not to
create disturbance to others, etc.

• Larger space norms for spaces under Essential
Building Services.
• Consider dividing and moving partitions in large
spaces to small spaces to allow flexibility of use.
• Each small space shall be equipped with adequate
MEP systems so that functionality is not
compromised whether the spaces are combined or
divided.

• Compartmentations will be integrated into
the design where pocket gardens, and/or
seating clusters for example, are provided.

• Adopt Split Zone to prevent the inter-mingling of user
groups from different workflows.
• Flooring patterns to nudge social distancing to
demountable walls for space separation.

N.A.

Additional spaces required such as Sick
Bays, Isolation Rooms and Health Screening at building
entrances.
• Spaces can be designed to allow quick conversion
with pre-designed scenarios.
• These smaller meeting/discussion rooms" can be
easily converted.

NEW SPACES
REQUIRED DURING
A PANDEMIC

PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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BUILDING SCALE
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3 MAIN PLANNING PRINCIPLES
Gardens by the Bay,
Singapore

CONTROLS
• Identifies the elements within the urban and building development which could help to
control the process of operations during a pandemic. It could be constantly changing to
cater to the new recommendations as more discoveries are made for the virus.

PLANNING
PARAMETERS

• These tools are also important as they help enhance the users’ experience during
uncertain periods of a pandemic.

PANDEMIC
READINESS
PARAMETERS

PHYSICAL
CONNECTIVITY

DIGITAL
CONNECTIVITY

CONTROLS

CIRCULATION

LIGHT

SOUND

URBAN SCALE

• Considerations relating to a comfortable
walking distance for all users (universal
design and age-friendly).

• Ease of digital connectivity during a
pandemic is essential. e.g. contact tracing.

BUILDING SCALE

• Merge Physical Master plan with Digital Master Plan
and Internet of things (IoT) to connect
individual systems into an ecosystem which can be
monitored for improvements
• Enhanced information technology allows users to
make better decisions via digital tools such as apps
on mobile phones to highlight preferred circulation/
areas with real-time crowd level indicator or space
availability etc.
• Enhance users' experience with more personalisation
options. For e.g., apps to manage hot-desking and
room-booking.

• Outdoor circulation pathways can be
accessible by all kinds of users (universal
design and age-friendly).

• Corridor connections should be widened to allow
flexibility of pedestrian flow separation, and to create
more space for social distancing.

• Automatic or sensor controls are
recommended for pandemic-ready design.

• Human-centered lighting systems design that
considers touchless /wireless and higher levels of
flexible controls for well-being and safety.

• Public areas can employ soothing natural
sounds/ music in the background to bring
tranquility and announcements during the
pandemic.

• Spaces should be well insulated from reverberations
and noise.as a result of possible
public announcements during a pandemic
• Sounds of nature can help to sooth and improve the
emotional well-being of users during a pandemic.

N.A.

• Increased natural ventilation through means of
openable windows. Access to open spaces/terraces
are recommended during the pandemic.
• Spaces can be designed with open pockets to
increase air-change per hour.

NATURAL
VENTILATION

PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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MATERIALITY

CHOOSING MATERIALS SUITABLE FOR INFECTION CONTROL
1. IS IT APPROPRIATE FOR THE SPACE OR
USAGE?

High-touch surfaces that may
increase the risk of transmission are
found everywhere in both public and
private spaces like malls, airports,
schools, residences etc.

Selecting the appropriate material for a specific area is
important for the space to function properly. Choosing
suitable finishes for floors, walls, ceilings, caseworks and
joinery is also essential in determining the safety, mental
and physical health of occupants.

MATERIALITY

Refer to the table below for typical or standard material
finishes used;
When we discuss materiality concerning pandemic resilience, it is important to be aware of high-touch surfaces. While
high-touch surfaces that may increase the risk of transmission are often associated with only healthcare settings, they are
in fact found everywhere in both public and private spaces like malls, airports, schools and residences etc.
For cleaning professionals, all surfaces are classified as hard surfaces and soft surfaces based on their porosity levels. Nonporous surfaces are called hard surfaces, and porous surfaces are called soft surfaces.

THE PURPOSE
To achieve pandemic resilience, it is important to choose materials wisely, not just for their aesthetic value, but also for
key features listed below:
• To minimise transmission through material contact.
• To determine materials and surfaces with antimicrobial properties that inhibit pathogen growth.
• Understanding the type of surfaces that are easy to clean and disinfect.

PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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Reception / Lobby
Toilets
Offices
Kitchen/ Pantry
Sick bays / Ward
Corridor
Bedroom / Sleeping Area
Classroom / Learning Space
Meeting / Discussion Room
Gym / Fitness Centre
Sports Hall
Auditorium / Theatre
Multi-purpose Room

VINYL

ROOM NAME

• Grab poles on buses / MRT

CARPET

• Door knobs / handles

WALL

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

CEILING

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

JOINERY / FURNITURE
FABRIC

FLOOR

NATURAL STONE

• Toilet Seats, Toilet flush buttons, grab bars, sink faucets

Ng Teng Fong Centre for Healthcare Innovation, Singapore

SYNTHETIC
STONE / SOLID
SURFACE

The Learning Hub at Nanyang Technological University (NTU),
Singapore

• Escalator / Travellator belt

LAMINATE

• Privacy partition panels for workstations

SPECIAL FINISH
(TIMBER,
LAMINATE)

• Elevator buttons, switch points

GRID CEILING

• Carpets

GYPSUM /
CALCIUM
SILICATE BOARD

• Information screens / desks

SPECIAL FINISH
(TIMBER,
LAMINATE,
STONE,
WALLPAPER)

• Curtains

GLASS

• Table tops

HOMOGENOUS /
CERAMIC TILES

• Furniture Upholstery

PAINT

• Polypropylene plastic chairs and seating

TIMBER/
SPORTS
FLOORING

HIGH-TOUCH SOFT SURFACES

HOMOGENOUS /
CERAMIC TILES

HIGH-TOUCH HARD SURFACES

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
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✔
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2. DOES IT HAVE ANTIMICROBIAL
PROPERTIES?

3. IS IT EASY TO CLEAN AND DISINFECT?

Properties that are active against pathogenic microbes
(bacteria, virus, fungi, protozoa, etc) or do not facilitate the
growth of these microbes are termed as “Antimicrobial
properties”. Antimicrobial surfaces contain agents that
inhibit the growth of microbes.

When choosing materials for a design, care should be
taken not just to ensure the antimicrobial properties of
the material, but also the cleanability and the construction
details of the material used. Some of the key features that
determine the cleanability of the material and therefore,
the recommended designs, are listed below:

Some finishes with antimicrobial properties
listed below:					

• Smooth flat surfaces, without recesses do not
allow the microbes to grow.

are

• Avoid hard-to-reach detailing in fitment /
furniture designs. Avoid complicated designs in
high-touch surfaces like doorknobs, handles, etc.

FLOORING:
• Cork flooring and bamboo flooring.

• A rough textured material (e.g.: textured matte
floor tiles, textured laminates, etc.) require
more strenuous cleaning than smooth textured
materials.

• Ceramic and porcelain tiles with antimicrobial
properties using Microban technology.
• Linoleum and vinyl flooring.

Ng Teng Fong General Hospital, Singapore

• Antimicrobial paints.

• Non-porous surfaces like steel, quartz, or
Corian (solid surface) do not allow microbes to
permeate them. Granite and other natural stone
countertop surfaces are porous and allow for
moisture and microbial spores to accumulate.

CARPENTRY WORKS AND COUNTER TOPS:

• Coved up floor-wall joints can make cleaning
floor corners easy.

CEILING & WALLS:
• Ceiling grids manufactured
properties are preferred.

with

antimicrobial

Manufacturer-recommended cleaning and disinfection
methodologies should be easy to use and effective
for meeting NEA, MOHH and other clinical bacterial
elimination requirements.

• High pressure laminate with poly-hexa-methylenebiguanide (PHMB).
• Counters with semi precious or non-precious stones
like Quartz, Agate and Tiger-eye.
Cam Rahn International Airport, Vietnam

HARDWARE & IRONMONGERY:

Ng Teng Fong General Hospital, Singapore

National Gallery Singapore, Singapore

• Silver and copper or alloys or copper (like brass,
bronze, cupronickel, etc.).
• Products with silver nanoparticles coating for
antimicrobial properties.

PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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4. IS IT NON-POROUS OR POROUS?

5. IS IT ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY?

POROUS MATERIAL: Any component purposefully
containing pores, voids, holes is a porous material. Porous
materials usually have an open porosity where the pores
are connected through a network which allow fluids and
air to flow through them. Examples of porous materials
are paper, fabric, carpeting cardboard, untreated wood,
sponge, etc.

Eco-labels and green certificates provide an excellent
starting point in choosing the ideal material finishes.
Products with green certifications comply with
international standards as environmentally-friendly,
health-conscious and sustainable materials.
Below are some of the notable certifications to look
for:

NON-POROUS MATERIAL: Materials that retard fluid
absorption and disallow air to pass freely through due to
its lack of pores or void space. Examples of non-porous
materials include glass, metal, plastic, treated wood, vinyl,
synthetic stones etc.
Generally, knowing the material porosity will help in
determining the amount or type of cleaning method you
will need. Porous materials retain moisture and allow
pathogens to proliferate. Non-porous materials can be
easily cleaned with soap and water while porous materials
have to be cleaned thoroughly or laundered if required.
Appropriate disinfectant solutions can be used as well
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instruction. Care
should be exercised with non-porous materials to prevent
it from being scratched or dented as these would make
them porous.

Cam Rahn International Airport, Vietnam

Library in Eunoia Junior College, Singapore

Classroom in Eunoia Junior College, Singapore

National Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID) and
Ng Teng Fong Centre for Healthcare Innovation, Singapore

Surfaces and materials should be non-absorptive, nonporous, and smooth.

VIABILITY OF COVID-19 ON SURFACES
Research have found that COVID-19 remains viable:
• up to four days on glass
• up to three days on stainless steel and plastic
• up to two days on clothes
• up to one day on cardboard or paper
• up to four hours on copper
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National Centre for Infectious Diseases and
Ng Teng Fong Centre for Healthcare Innovation, Singapore

SYSTEMS DESIGN

Image courtesy of MOH Holdings

SYSTEMS DESIGN

Building services provides the indoor environment for the occupants. As pandemic transmissions can be airborne, water borne or through contact, the indoor environment is critical to pandemic control.
Many of these measures are already in practice and receiving new emphasis. The following are aspects of the
building services with a view on pandemic control.
1. Ventilation System
2. Plumbing & Sanitary System
3. Electrical System

Statement on operation of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning sysems to
reduce SARS-CoV-2 transmission:
Ventilation and filtration provided by heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning
systems can reduce the airborne concentration of SARS-CoV-2 and thus increase
the risk of transmission through the air.
Unconditioned spaces can cause thermal stress to people that may be directly life
threatening and that may also lower resistance to infection. In general, disabling of
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems are not recommended measure
to reduce the transmission of the virus.
- Ventilation Extracts from ASHRAE
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VENTILATION
VENTILATIONCommon
COMMON
TRANSMISSION
PATHSTransmission

Paths

DILUTION
The increase in fresh air increases the air-conditioning
HUMIDITY
AIR
FILTERS
requirements,
with moreFRESH
energy
consumption.
Energy
40-60%
Min 2 Air Changes per Hour
MERV 13 or 14
recovery such as using run-around coil, heat pumps, etc.
may be used to minimise energy consumption.

Airborne droplets (residue from evaporated
droplets) or other particles containing
microorganisms, especially those ~≤5µm
are considered respirable.

• Set outdoor air intake to max design fresh air setpoint
and disable demand control ventilation (i.e. CO2).

The size of the particles allows them to
remain airborne for long periods of time.

Infected
Person

AIR CHANGE PER HOUR OF
FRESH AIR

TIME (mins) TO DILUTE TO
99% EFFICIENCY

2

138

8

35

12

23

20

14

Source: Data extracted from Guidelines for Environmental Infection
Control in Health-Care Facilities, US CDC

• Air purging in air-conditioned buildings before and
after working hours – 2 ACH.
• Ventilation exhaust in toilets to run continuously to
avoid risk of fecal-oral transmission.

Table

• Increase space ACH with increase outdoor air to
ASHRAE (for healthcare space).

Bigger droplets settle on surfaces up to 2 metres
away. The virus would then infect others through
touch.

PURGING
AND OUTSIDE
AIR
VENTILATIONPurging

and Outside Air
Purging exhaust to
external

GUIDANCE FROM BCA
Increase ventilation for indoor air dilution
Dilution from air changes
- extracted from from ASHRAE Hand Book

• Purge indoor air before and after occupancy
• Keep toilet exhaust fans running for longer operating
hours

Return air from the
air-conditioned area

Pandemic Resilience Play Book

4

Air Outside

• Increase outdoor air intake
• Reduce indoor air recirculation
• Use window openings

Air supply to the
air-conditioned area

• Stop rotatory heat exchangers or heat recovery
wheels
Enhance indoor air cleaning
• Use high efficiency filters for AHUs

CPG Project - Maldives General Hospital BMS Display

• Localised air-cleaning with portable air cleaners

CPG Project - Maldives General Hospital BMS Display

• Use of Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI)
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bacteria from handrail surface

station

RATEGY RAG

CAL & LIGHTING DESIGN NEW NORMS ?

RAG

et

0libr
vidreat

ZONING

UVC Application from ASHRAE
Hand Book
Sanitiz
er

y of SSOs at
for
screening

articl
lobby
ms-

om

ok

Dilution from air changes from ASHRAE Hand Book

Low RH:

• Higher rate of evaporation of droplets (0.5-50um).

may be laden with viruses away from •
breathing zones.

RAG

Flow Distance

For new buildings in Singapore, they
should be designed to achieve a Relative
Humidity (RH) of less than 65% and
existing buildings to be 70%.

Effects of Relative Humidity

UV sanitizers for handrails. UV-C Hybrid lighting – Luminaire with UV
ReturnLEDs
Air disinfects and lights up room at
Supply Air
LED Supply
lampsAirprovided per handrail
Return Air
Flow Distance
inside
escalator
reduces the same time
bacteria from handrail surface
Breathing Zone

Health, comfort, skin dryness, increase of static
electricity.

High RH:

Breathing Zo

Special
Supply
Air

attention should be paid
to Air
air
Return

Example
of mold growth
and fungal growth on building
• Air flow distance – to review the • Risk
flow and distribution in the space to avoid
materials.
of air flow
stagnant areas.Supply Air
distance between supply and return • Thermal comfort
affected.
Breathing Zone
Breathing
Zone
through
Return
outlets,
so
as
to
minimise
accumulation
• High energy cost for dehumidification (tropical
Low level return air grille
breathing Air
Example
of airthrough
flow through
breathing
climate).
Example
of air flow
breathing
zonezone
Example
of
air
flow
distance
and carrying of droplets over ‘long’
Air flow concepts for pandemic resilience
zone
distances.
Breathing Zone

Return
Air

Return Air

HUMIDITY CONTROL

• Air flow directions – to move air that may be laden
with viruses away from breathing zones.

on,

Example
of air
VENTILATION- Zoning
flow
• Air flow directions – to move air that distance

Supply
Air

Breathing Zone

NATURAL VENTILATION FOR THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

RAG

• Air flow distance – to review the distance between
supply and return outlets, so as to minimise
accumulation and carrying of droplets over ‘long’
distances.

Design Considerations

RAG
RAG

Dilution from air changes from ASHRAE HandRAG
Book

Return Air

Supply Air

• CFD to consider ventilation (minimum
of air 0.6 m/s).

ExampleExample
of air flow
of airdistance
flow distance

• Supplement with standalone
fan/HEPA filter units.
distance

RAG

Breathing Zone

Supply Air

Return Air

Flow Distance

• Fan assisted: Jet fans, HVLS fans.
flow

RAG

Flow Distance

• For transit spaces, concourses connecting large
spaces.
Example

• Supplement with evaporative cooling units.

Breathing Zone

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) on airflow for room

CFD on airflow for room

pts for pandemic resilience

PRO
• Energy efficient
• Connection with outdoor, relaxing atmosphere
CON
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•

Subjected to weather, hot/cold, rain

•

Ventilation rate not assured, strong wind / no wind / stuffy / may also reverse direction.

•

Thus, the infection control (air flow) is not consistent.
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• Upper ceiling applicatio
AIR FILTER AND ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL IRRADIATION

ng may also be
of UVGI.

rs

PLUMBING AND SANITARY
PLUMBING & SANITARY
PLUMBING

MERV 13 and14 filters are recommended in the ASHRAE
position paper for COVID-19.

Plumbing

• Facility flushing to maintain water quality.

MERV rating ranges from 1 to 16. HEPA filters are
required beyond 16.

• Facility flushing to maintain

• Design portable water distribution pipes to supply
water quality.
water in zones. This would be useful for flushing of
• Design portable water
individual zones. distribution pipes to supply

As the filter rating is increased, the air flow resistance also
increases. The use of MERV 14 filters is not uncommon
locally.

water inOversizing
zones. This would
• Correct pipe sizing.
would require
be useful for flushing of
unnecessary flushing rates.
individual zones.

The increase in filter rating may also be supplemented by
the use of UVGI.

Correct physical
pipe sizing.
• Auto sensors to •minimise
contact.

SANITARY

Oversizing would require
unnecessary flushing rates.
• Auto sensors to minimise
physical contact.

• Sanitary systems collect bacteria and viruses inside the
SANITARY
wastePLUMBING
water. In other&parts
of the world, there are
&3*&25325$7,21_6KDSLQJWKH)XWXUHWKURXJK'HVLJQ,QQRYDWLRQ
examples
of pandemic spread through the sanitary
Sanitary
system.

ULTRAVIOLET GERMICIDAL IRRADIATION (UVGI)
• Three types: A, B and C.

Diseases (NCID), Singapore

• Sanitary
collectofbacteria
and viruses
• Locally,
there is systems
strict control
the sanitary
systems
the wasteSanitary
water. Inwaste
other from
parts of
the
during inside
construction.
hospital
there
of before
pandemic
spread
isolationworld,
facilities
areare
to examples
be treated
discharge.
throughthe
therisk
sanitary
system. spread.
This minimises
of a pandemic
Locally, there
is strict venting
control to
of the
sanitary
• It is •important
for proper
avoid
loss of
systems
during
construction.
Sanitary
waste
water seal.
from hospital isolation facilities are to be
• It is alsotreated
important
to use
floor trap
or regular
before
discharge.
Thisprimers
minimises
the risk
maintenance
to prevent
drying of floor traps if they
of a pandemic
spread.
are not
for some for
time.
• Itused
is important
proper venting to avoid loss

• UV-C is effective but harmful. Commonly used in
UVGI
(Ultraviolet
AHUs
and air ducts.Germicidal Irradiation)
• Three types: A, B and C.
•• Further
look out
for:
UV-C isdevelopment
effective buttoharmful.
Commonly
used in
AHUs
andand
air UV-B
ducts.for building services
• UV-A
• Further development to look out for:
• LED UV lights
• UV-A and UV-B for building services
•• Upper
ceiling
application
LED UV
lights
• Upper ceiling application

of water seal.
• It is also important to use floor trap primers or
regular maintenance to prevent drying of floor
traps if they are not used for some time.

s General Hospital

Disinfection plant at National Centre for Infectious
DisinfectionDiseases
plant at
(NCID), Singapore
National Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID), Singapore

&3*&25325$7,21_6KDSLQJWKH)XWXUHWKURXJK'HVLJQ,QQRYDWLRQ

Upper Ceiling UVGI

XUHWKURXJK'HVLJQ,QQRYDWLRQ
Upper Ceiling Upper
UVGI Ceiling UVGI

National(NCID),
Centre forSingapore
Infectious
National Centre for Infectious Diseases

UVC lights for Air Handling Unit cooling coil
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Escalator and Contactless
door sensor at National
ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS
Centre for Infectious Diseases (NCID), Singapore

ECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Although electrical systems do not directly affect the
spread of
pandemic
viruses,
it provides
the power for
hough electrical
systems
do not
directly
affect the
lighting
and
support
of
other
infrastructure
ead of pandemic viruses, it provides the power for impacting
Hence, the impacting
design and provision
ting and pandemic
support ofcontrol.
other infrastructure
of electrical
systems
are also
importantoffor pandemic
demic control.
Hence,
the design
and provision
resilience.
ctrical systems are also important for pandemic
lience. • Emergency power supply

• Escalator and lifts (possible UV sanitiser for handrail)
Emergency power supply
Contactless
sensors
Escalator•and
lifts
possible UV
sanitiser for
handrail)
• Additional
power
points for tracing / entry systems
Contactless sensors
UV installations
Additional• power
points for tracing / entry systems
UV installations

Escalator and Contactless door sensor at National Centre for
Infectious Diseases (NCID), Singapore

25325$7,21_6KDSLQJWKH)XWXUHWKURXJK'HVLJQ,QQRYDWLRQ

n Strategy for Existing Buildings in Operation

s, it
ey

SYSTEMS DESIGN STRATEGY FOR EXISTING BUILDINGS IN OPERATION
For existing buildings, it is necessary to survey the building before recommending appropriate actions.

FINDINGS

POSSIBLE ACTIONS

Inadequate fresh air

Check existing AHU capacity;
Add fresh air AHU

Air-stagnant areas

Adjust air duct;
Increase AHU airflow
Local ceiling / wall fans
Additional return locations

Filter rating upgrading

Changes to filter frame for upgraded filter
Provide local re-circulation with higher filter rating
Install UVGI at AHU/ air duct

Difficulty in flushing water supply
pipes

Amend pipe layout, pipe sizing
Add flushing points

PANDEMIC RESILIENCE PLAYBOOK
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TECHNOLOGY
PROVIDE SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY FROM A
GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) TO AN
INDOOR POSITIONING SYSTEM (IPS)
• Enhance intuitive way finding from outdoors and
indoors.

TECHNOLOGY

SMART
ESTATE
SUSTAINABILITY

Technology is the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially for working industries. It is the sum
of techniques, skills, methods, and processes used in the production of goods and services or, in the accomplishment of
objectives, such as scientific investigation.
Technology is all around us in today’s world. We are dependent on technology in almost every aspect of our life.
Technology, which brings together tools to promote development, usage and information exchange, has as its main
objective, trying to make tasks easier and solving the many problems in our world.
Technology cannot prevent the onset of pandemics; however, it can help prevent the spread, educate, warn, and empower
those on the ground to be aware of the situation, and noticeably lessen the impact.

MANAGEMENT

AND

• Ability to manage assets, resources and services
efficiently; The data is then used to improve the
operations across the estate.

Students using AR/VR/MR/XR to study complex concepts in
schools

TELEMEDICINE & TELE-PHARMACY
• Reduces physical contact, increases work flow, and
patient convenience.
• Preserve PPE Supplies for Front Liners.
• Provide low-risk urgent care during Outbreaks,
Epidemics, & Pandemics.
• Reliable Triaging and prioritisation of Care.

• Integrated system with Insurance companies,
healthcare providers, and surveillance systems.

TRACK A HEALTH CRISIS
• Apps such as Trace Together for contact tracing.
• Thermal scanning machines.

ONLINE LEARNING

• Location tracking devices and Data Analytics & AI
that predicts outbreaks through multiple scenario
planning exercises. E.g. predict the location of the
next outbreak due to the increase of GP and A&E
consultations.

• Live-streaming classes through digital platforms such
as Alibaba’s DingTalk, Zoom and Microsoft Teams and
similar platforms to reduce human to human contact.

Contactless Check-in kiosks at an airport reduces the hassle of
carrying hard-copy documents

AI IN LOGISTICS / SUPPLY CHAIN
AID BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYTICS
PLATFORMS
• The systems can leverage data-driven insights using
clinical, financial and operational data paired with
patient feedback to build a full picture of how patients
interact with their organisations.

• Automate warehouse operations, improve delivery
times, proactively manage inventory, optimise strategic
sourcing relationships, minimise wastage and spoilage.
Contactless lift buttons prevent the spread of the virus
through surfaces.

• Business intelligence can help coordinate staff
schedules and optimise the supply chain.
• Provides Business continuity.

Commercial Floor cleaning robots in malls address labour
shortage
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COLLABORATION AND WORK SUPPORT

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
FIELDS

Technology can help us prevent, assess,
reduce, take action, control, and monitor
situations.

Contactless
Technology

Now that we are experiencing the 4th Industrial
revolution, technologies have played a monumental role in
helping to mitigate and manage outbreaks and pandemic
through: Mobile, wireless, high speed networks, virtual
reality, and Internet of Things (IoT) technologies for
humans to connect, to work, and to access basic services
in addition to playing a part in helping efforts to identify
treatments.

IoT, Data
Management
and Sensors

Biomedical

Manufacturing

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Fight misinformation and deliver credible and reliable
information.
&

•
•
•
•

•
•

Today, with the convergence of technologies like mobile,
cloud, analytics, robotics, AI/ML, 5G, and high-speed
internet, it has become possible to test several innovative
approaches to pandemic response.

2. Pharmaceutical
Distribution.

EXAMPLES

•

&

Machinery,
Equipment,
and Devices

3. Traceability

•

5. Contactless transactions.

•
•
•
•
•

6. Temperature Screening.

•

7. Remote Working Technologies to Support Safe
Distancing or Working-from-Home (WFH).

•

4. Predictive Modelling using Big Data, Data Analytics,
and Artificial Intelligence.

8. Maintain Business Continuity.
9. Make Buildings and Estates Safer, Sustainable, and
Liveable.

Portables and
Wearables

10. Staying Connected and Entertained.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Digital and Contactless Payments: Near Field Communication (NFC).
QR Codes: Media, News, Meal Menus, Log-ins, Traceability, etc.
Cleaning & Disinfecting Robots: Online Shopping and Delivery: Commerce.
Voice or Sensor Activated Commands: Devices, Equipment, Lifts, Doors, Pedestrian
Crossings.
Recognition, Security and Access: Facial Recognition, Iris Scans, Air-Wave Biometrics.
Contact Tracing Applications: Trace Together and Safe Entry.
Thermal scanner/ thermal camera.
Population Counters & Safe Distancing Technologies: Monitors number of occupants
and distance between occupants.
AI Chatbots: Addresses questions and giving information.
Tele Medicine / TeleHealth, and Tele Pharmacy: Reducing Errors, Medication Adherence,
and personalised care.
VR / AR / MR / XR: Visualisation Tools, Modeling, Scenario Planning and Simulations.
Automation: Optimization, Precision, Reduced Workforce, and Industrialisation process
Big Data: Data Mining, Data Management, Data Analytics, and Synthesis of Data.
Digital Twinning: 3D Visualisation, Live feedback and Scenario Planning Tool.
Blockchain: Ability to publicly validate, record, and distribute transactions in immutable,
encrypted ledgers.
5G and beyond: Greater speed in the transmissions, a lower latency and therefore greater
capacity of remote execution.
Telecommunications: Communication, Training, Learning, Socialising, and Staying
connected.
GPS to Indoor Positioning System (IPS): Real Time Outdoor to Indoor Way Finding.
3D Printing: Personal protective equipment (PPE), medical and testing devices, personal
accessories, visualisation aids and emergency dwellings.
Thermal Scanners/thermal camera: Using infrared technology, thermal cameras detect
radiating heat from body.
Robotic: Logistical Distribution, Reconnaissance, Monitoring, Manufacturing, Processing,
Personal aids.
Industrial Sterilizers: Fogging Machines, UV-Lights, HEPA Filters.
Automated Vehicles: Autonomous deliveries, and people movers.
AGV / AMR: For efficient Logistical Distribution.
Pneumatic Tubes / Telelifts: For Rapid deployment of items.
Drones and Robots: For security, surveillance, risk assessment, and providing assistance
to front liners.
Meshlium Scanner: Motion sensor detects and warns the movements of people and
vehicles in specific areas.
Wearable Health and Fitness Trackers: Monitors Health and Fitness Levels / Maybe
integrated into Health Blockchain Network.
Exo-skeleton: Aids humans to lift and perform special activities.
Prosthetics: Replaces and mimics behavior of natural human structures.
Smart Textiles / Fabrics: Able to change its characteristics, Display information, and/or
enhance performances.
Smart Suits: Able to monitor and alert the person’s vital signs and other critical
functions.
Smart Jewelry: Health Monitoring and Tracking.
Implantables: Health Monitoring and Management.
Head Displays: Captures and Displays Data and Information when caring for patients.
Phones, Tablets, and Computers: Communication, Data Delivery & Management,
Tracking, and Entertainment.
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PUBLIC HEALTH SURVEILLANCE WITH GIS, DIGITAL TWINNING &
TRACEABILITY APPLICATIONS
Disaster management being a key part of emergency
management, encompasses a wide range of activities.
Emergency management programmes are developed and
implemented through the analysis and information. The
majority of information is spatial and can be mapped.

Geographic Information System (GIS) allows emergency
management to identify the onset of any disaster. This data
has to be gathered, organised and displayed logically to
determine the size and scope of emergency management
so that appropriate steps can be taken in case of any
disasters.

GIS WITH REAL TIME TRACKING
GIS WITH REAL TIME TRACKING

TraceTogether contact tracing Token helps seniors who may not have smartphones.

App notifies us if we were in the
Pandemic Resilience Playbook TraceTogether
6 individual.
proximity of a Covid-19 infected
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Thermal body scanners used to detect potential Covidinfected individuals at public places.
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NATURE & WELLNESS APPROACHES

NATURE & WELLNESS APPROACHES

The recent COVID-19 has resulted in mitigation strategies such as national lockdowns and social distancing. The economy
is greatly affected and social fear arises with the increasing number of cases. The anxiety and loneliness brought about
by thisDESIGN
pandemic STRATEGIES
caused an increase in demand for mental health services. Close to home, there has been about a 22%
increase in calls to mental health helplines to seek help for worries due to the pandemic. With circumstances restricting
human mobility, getting social support face to face has been difficult. However, one proven way of alternative therapy
could be something much closer to home than expected.

HOME

BLOCK

• Horticultural hobbies
• Biophilic and/
(Plant parenthood)
or biomimetic
e.g. edible (herbs
architecture
Home
and vegetables),
• Enjoy ecosystem Block
ornamental, and
services.
poison-absorption
• Small group interaction
plants
e.g. chess, chit-chat
• Nature elements at
• Workout , yoga and
home
meditation
• Healthy diet
• Sky-deck community
• Home workout , yoga
gardening
and meditation
• Biodiversity attraction
• Music and sounds

NEIGHBOURHOOD

DISTRICT & REGION

• Strolling in
neighbourhood or
along streetscape
observing greenery
and
Neighbourhood
landscapes.

• Exercise along park
connectors and
streetscape and
district/regional park

• Enjoy ecosystem
services.
• Community gardening
• Exercise in
neighbourhood park
• Biodiversity
engagement hobbies.
• Biophilic and
biomimetic planning &
design

• Enjoy ecosystem
services.
• Biodiversity
engagement/
hobbies concerning
nature e.g. butterfly
District &
photography,Region
plant
studies etc.
• Flexible activities (with
social distancing) at
public open spaces

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

SOURCE: Channel News Asia
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CHOOSING NATURE’S PALETTE
THE PURPOSE

CHOOSING NATURE’S PALETTE

2. THE TYPE OF PLANTS MATTERS

Being healthy is not just about physical health, mental
wellness is included. Nature offers a conducive
environment for health and well-being which can boost
the society’s well-being and productivity.

1. IS IT A CONDUCIVE ENVIRONMENT

In a densely populated city, nature can be helpful for
improving mental wellness and air quality. During
COVID-19, wellness spaces proved to be highly needed.
Regardless of the scale of the natural environment,
knowledge for plant selection is important for wellness,
appropriateness, maintenance, budget and other benefits
the plants can bring.

• Understand the flexibility of various spaces and use
them to promote health and well-being.
• Maximise the benefits of nature and the ecosystem.
• Incorporate biophilia in planning and design, including
biomimetic architecture wherever possible.

Both architecture and planting are factors that affect the
comfort of the environment. Apart from contributing
to wellness, a comfortable environment encourages
occupants to dwell longer in outdoor areas instead of
staying within confined air-conditioned spaces. Studies
have shown that natural ventilation aids in slowing down
the spread of viruses during the COVID-19 pandemic. As
such, large open areas would be better for community
gatherings.

Plants with the
recommended:

following

characteristics

are

MANTAINENCE:
• Locally-grown plants.
• Easy to maintain.
• Bug-resistant.
• Space-appropriate plants.

SIGHT

HEARING

• Landscape Design: Layering, range of large and
small spaces for different activities and separation of
groups.

• Wind can be perceived as music.

WELLNESS:

• Incorporating sounds of nature by ensuring
biodiversity: water sounds, sounds of birds, insects,
white noise from outdoor activities etc.

• Sensory plants.

• Architecture which is in harmony with the natural
environment.
• Good views of nature.

• Achieving good accoustics through architectural design
to ensure a peaceful, tranquil environment.

• Variety of sights

TOUCH

• Aromatherapy embedded in landscape design.

• Sufficient thermal comfort in shelters, rest stops as
well as shade provision by trees.

• Plants should not be used as aromatic tools but
rather, for ensuring constant circulation of air (e.g.
large bushes should be avoided).

• Aromatherapy.
•

Plants such as peppermint
stress and anxiety of occupants.

help

reduce

TOXIN ABSORPTION:
• Outdoor plants such as the Areca palm and Dracaena
help in removing benzene, toluene and xylene. They
also help reduce humidity for a more comfortable
environment.

SMELL
• Variety of smells, ranging from subtle to intense.

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

• Indoor plant selection that absorb toxins (including
VOCs) and bioeffulents could improve indoor building
air.

• Heat-absorbent plantings (e.g. Aloe vera)

HEALTH:
• Edible gardens.
• Healthy diets and exercise spaces.

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore

Khoo Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore
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3. IS IT DESIGNED FOR SAFETY?

4. DOES IT PROMOTE BIODIVERSITY?

The Architecture and Landscape design should allow
for safe distancing. A variety of large open spaces with
curated designs can enable social interactions within small
groups of people while inculcating good habitual habits in
the occupants to ensure infection control.

Ecosystems are important to our diverse species of
plant and animal health. When cities become more
densely populated, it would mean fewer wildlife habitats
which force animals to become stressed or sick. This in
turn may result in disease spread between animals and
humans which is one of the popular hypotheses of the
original source of COVID-19 in China. As Singapore has
a shortage of space, it is inevitable to avoid building and
clearing land to house the growing population. Instead,
what could be done is to ensure a biomimetic design that
could mimic the habitats of the animals for them to live
healthily in our urban environment. 		

• Extension of footpaths/ Widening of bike lanes.
• Balconies and terraces become places of refuge of
green private safe space in the urban environment.
• Large open green spaces to mitigate viral spread.
• Graphics/ signage for coloured distancing markers on
pathways, and large public activity spaces.
• Contactless systems for entry exit of spaces/ public
toilets.
• Sufficient stations in parks for hand washing, with foot
pedals and disinfectants.

5. IS IT ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY?
There is a concern about the long-term negative effects of
COVID-19 on the environment. Government measures
such as lockdown or ‘Work-from-home’ showed
increased energy usage and consumption. Architecture
should ensure the reduction of wastage and aim for a
zero-energy system.

Eunoia Junior College, Singapore

• Multiple decentralised green spaces to avoid
crowding; roof top gardens, neighbourhood parks &
gardens.
• Architecture in parks/ gardens to have partitions
for mitigation of spread.

Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve Singapore

• Hybrid Systems.
• Green Maintenance.
• Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) & Recycling of
Water.

The future of natural spaces can serve as an alternative
to indoor community areas for eating, dwelling and even
transport. This can reduce crowdedness and provide a
naturally ventilated space for people to be in. Additionally,
biophilic design helps improve the mental wellness and
happiness of the occupants. 		

Aquabay (Ecopark) Waterfront Park, Vietnam

Eunoia Junior College, Singapore

Eunoia Junior College, Singapore
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DESIGN STRATEGIES

PRACTICAL APPLICATION - APPROPRIATE NATURE FOR WELLNESS ON
DIFFERENT SCALES

HOME

BLOCK

Home

Home Landscape

NEIGHBOURHOOD

Block

Biophilic Architecture

DISTRICT & REGION

Neighbourhood

Larger Neighbourhood Park

Large-scale Green & Blue
District &
Region

Interior Landscape

Seamless Interior &
Exterior

Neighbourhood Park

Park & Nature Reserve

Tabletop Terrarium

Rooftop Community
Garden

Community Garden

Streetscape Greenery
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SMART REAL ESTATES & DIGITAL MASTER PLAN

IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART FM FOR PANDEMIC RESILIENCE
1. DIGITALISATION OF FM PROCESSES
Key processes for digitalising existing processes which
are critical to ensure FM operability during a pandemic
outbreak.
• Reviewing current FM processes in place for building
operations

SMART REAL ESTATES &
DIGITAL MASTER PLAN

• Identifying the processes that can be streamlined and
digitalised
• Identifying suitable systems to be implemented with
the revised processes
• Working with the organisation to implement and roll
out the system

Smart estates refer to estates that leverage smart technologies to enrich the lives of the community. By leveraging on
smart Facilities Management (FM), data analytics, predictive maintenance and smart technology solutions, we can raise
productivity and efficiency, reduce labour intensity and enhance service delivery and quality.

• Training staff on new processes and systems to be
deployed

Digital masterplan is a dynamic long-term planning blueprint that provides the conceptual layout for the development of
appropriate digital solutions and services that complements and merges the user’s life experience of the built environment
and digital community.		

The development of smart estates
allows us to use technology to enhance
the way we manage our facilities with
greater operational efficiencies and
enhanced user experience. We believe
smart estates will enhance the way we
live, work and play in our living and work
environments.

• Review processes based on feedback obtained
Refer to the image below for CPG Facilities Management
(CPG FM)’s implementation of smart FM for facilities
managed.

THE PURPOSE
To achieve pandemic resilience, it is important to
understand the role of Smart Estates and Digital
Masterplan:
• To minimise transmission through digital monitoring
and data management of facility use.
• To establish safe operations/practices for facility
management and day-to-day operations.
• To ensure minimal disruption to the FM operations.
• To review, update and plan for resilience in future
pandemics based on the data monitoring of the built
environment performance and projection of users’
digital footprint.

Pandemic Resilience Play Book
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SMART ESTATE & DIGITAL MASTERPLAN

SMART ESTATE & DIGITAL MASTERPLAN
MPLEMENTATION OF SMART
FMESTATE
FOR PANDEMIC
RESILIENCE
SMART
& DIGITAL
MASTERPLAN

ACTIVATING DIGITAL MASTERPLAN DURING PANDEMICS

IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART FM FOR PANDEMIC RESILIENCE
IMPLEMENTATION OF IOT TECHNOLOGY FOR REMOTE MONITORING
IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART FM FOR PANDEMIC RESILIENCE

2.2.IMPLEMENTATION
OFOF
IOTIoT
TECHNOLOGY
FOR REMOTE
MONITORING
IMPLEMENTATION
TECHNOLOGY
FOR REMOTE
MONITORING
r remote monitoring to be fully implemented and ensure operation continue smoothly during pandemic situation IoT
For remote monitoring
be fully implemented
and to ensure
that operations can continue smoothly during a pandemic
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FOR REMOTE
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as sensors
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will
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to
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have
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andhelp
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M&E
equipment's,
on-site
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essential
status,
etc.,
These
will
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suchequipments,
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willthe
bestatus
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of of theof
For remote monitoring to be fully implemented and ensure operation continue smoothly during pandemic situation IoT
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equipment's,
on-site
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essential
status,
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These will
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as the foundation
of
Remote status,
Monitoring,
which
is to be
implemented
throughout
the services
various sites.
Some
of IoT
Technologies
are
emote Monitoring
to beM&E
implemented
through
the
various
sites.

devices such as sensors and transmitters will be required to allow FM practitioners have real time information of the
listed below
for consideration:
Remote
Monitoring
to be implemented through the various sites.
building
status, of
M&E
on-site
condition,
essential
services status, etc., These will serve as the foundation of
ome
examples
IoTequipment's,
Technologies
are listed
below
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RemoteSome
Monitoring
to
be
implemented
through
the
various
sites.
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IoT
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are
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below
for
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VIDEO ANALYTICS
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Some examples of IoT Technologies are listed below for consideration:
deo
Analytics:
Sensors:
Video
Analytics:
Sensors:
•
Human
traffic
counting.
•
Energy
consumption
sensorssensors
Human traffic counting
• Energy
consumption
• Human traffic counting
• Energy consumption sensors
Video detections
Analytics:
Sensors:
Heat detections
(Fever detection).
• Water
meter
sensors
Heat
(Fever detection)
• Water
meter
sensors
• • Heat
detections
(Fever
detection)
• Water
meter
sensors
•Personnel
Human traffic
counting
•
Energy
consumption
sensors System linkage to FM
tracking
analysis
for
security
breach
•
Building
Management
• Personnel
Personneltracking
tracking analysis
analysis for
breach.
• Building
Management
System linkage
to FM linkage
system to FM
•detections
forsecurity
security
breach
• meter
Building
Management
System
• Heat
(Fever detection)
• Watersystem
sensors
Safe
distancing
checks
on personnel
in theinpremises
•
Safe
distancing
checks
on
personnel
the
premises
system
• Safe
distancing
checks
personnel
in the premises.
Indoor Air
Quality sensors
• Personnel
tracking
analysis
foronsecurity
breach
• • Building
Management
System linkage to FM
Linkage
to FM System
to remote
monitor
condition
of of
• Indoor
AirAir
Quality
•
Linkage
to
FM
System
to
remote
monitor
condition
•
Indoor
Qualitysensors
sensors
• Safe distancing
checks
on
personnel
in
the
premises
system
• the
Linkage
to FM System to remote monitor condition
the
premises
premises
• Linkage to FM System to remote monitor condition of
• Indoor Air Quality sensors
Keeping people and place safe remotely.

Connecting people ad things via IoT

of the premises.

the premises

1. MINIMISING TRANSMISSION
The Digital Masterplan harnesses technology and puts in
place a framework that can be activated in the event of
pandemics or crises.		
• Using big data analysis and advance route planning
to allow for safe contact tracing.
• Preemptively creating safe zones and clean flow
within buildings and communities that can be digitally
monitored, remotely regulated and seamlessly enjoyed
by users.

2. HEALTHY LIFESTYLES AND OPERATIONAL
CONTINUITY

Minimising Transmission

Planning for resilience, the Digital Masterplan can enable
business and operational continuity through infrastructure:
• Bridging physical gaps and enabling work from home,
home-based learning through 5G connectivity within
residential estates.
• Promoting wellness by connecting users to healthcare
resources via remote check-ups, diagnosis and
prescription delivery.

3. FUTURE-PROOFING & ADAPTABILITY IN
DIFFERENT CRISES

Robotics:
ROBOTICS
•
Cleaning robots
obotics:
Robotics:
Assisting people to reduce manual laborious work
•
Disinfectants
robots
• Cleaning
robots
Cleaning
robots
• Cleaning
robots.
• Disinfectants
robots
Disinfectants
robots
• Disinfection robots.

Digital
TwinIMPLEMENTATION
Implementation:
DIGITAL
TWIN
• Advance
digital model of the exact premises
Digital
Twin
Implementation:
Digital
Twin
Implementation:
Empowering
decision-making and live updates of facilities
linking
to
the model
FM
system
providing
•status.
Advance
digitaldigital
model
of the
premises
• Advance
ofexact
the
exact analysis,
premises
monitor
and
control
of
the
critical
core
system
of
linking
to the
providingproviding
analysis, analysis,
linking
to FM
thesystem
FM system
Advance
digital
model
of
the
exact
premises
linking
to
the
the
premises
monitor
and control
of the critical
system
monitor
and analysis,
control
of the core
critical
coreofsystem
of
FM system
providing
monitoring
and control
of
the premises
the premises

The Digital Masterplan framework incorporates built-in
systems upgrade to ensure long-term planning adaptation
to latest technological advancements and research that
meets the users’ needs.

Healthy Lifestyles and operational continuity

the critical core system in the premises.

Sources:
Sources: -https://www.edge-ai-vision.com/2020/01/a-guide-to-video-analytics-applications-and-opportunities/

-https://www.laserfocusworld.com/sponsored/zemax/article/16571881/smarter-smart-sensor-design-for-the-internet-of-things-iot
-https://www.edge-ai-vision.com/2020/01/a-guide-to-video-analytics-applications-and-opportunities/

urces:

-https://www.ibm.com/blogs/internet-of-things/iot-digital-twins-testing-experiences/
-https://www.laserfocusworld.com/sponsored/zemax/article/16571881/smarter-smart-sensor-design-for-the-internet-of-things-iot

ttps://www.edge-ai-vision.com/2020/01/a-guide-to-video-analytics-applications-and-opportunities/
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SMART ESTATE & DIGITAL MASTERPLAN
SMART ESTATE & DIGITAL MASTERPLAN

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

PRACTICAL APPLICATION

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

CASE STUDY ON FACILITIES MANAGEMENT INNOVATION PROJECT
INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY ADOPTIONS

Innovation & Technology Adoptions:
Case Study

Smart meter for
usage analytics
and leak detection

Selected smart street
lighting & CCTV with
video analytics

CPG’s Data Centre@Westgate, Singapore

Smart lock for
switch room &
electrical
distribution board

Smart patrol for GPS
tracking & clocking of
security personnel

CPG’s Data Centre@Westgate, Singapore
CPG’s Data Centre@Westgate, Singapore

•
•

&3*&25325$7,21_&3*)0

Singapore
American
School
Digital
Masterplan
Concept,
Singapore
Singapore
American
School
Digital
Masterplan
Concept,
Singapore

•
•

iFMS for Assets &
Contracts management
+ FM Operations
Dashboard for data
integration & visualisation

Building defect inspections
Image captured by drone
before modelling to 3D

CPG’s FM Case Study, Singapore

These are examples of projects where SMART FM and Digital Masterplanninng have been implemented.
Singapore American School Digital Masterplan Concept, Singapore

1. Implementation
of use sensors
for monitoring
CPG Data
Centre @Westgate
is an example
of remote asset management that allows facility managers to monitor various
2. Ensure
monitoring
data of a pandemic, this process allows for operational continuity and uninterrupted
building
systemsremote
off-site.
In the of
event
3. Implement digitalisation of work processes
maintenance.
4. Ensure usefulofdata
captured
and stored
1. Implementation
useare
sensors
for monitoring

5. Big data
analysis
can
beofdone
based on datathe
collected
The2.Singapore
American
School
demonstrates
scenario where Digital Masterplanning allows for the effective and safe
Ensure
remote
monitoring
data
split-zone
implementation.
andprocesses
student flow is easily managed from a facility perspective while the information on
3. Implement
digitalisationStaff
of work
crowd
gathering
is data
easilyare
accessible
4. Ensure
useful
captured on
andindividual
stored users’ smart devices, providing an end-to-end coverage of contact tracing
5.
Big
data
analysis
can
be
done
based
on
data collected
within the building.

In one of CPG Facilities Management’s (CPG FM) project, which spans over 180,000 sqm of area that requires our
management, we are gradually improving our FM services provision by implementing various innovation and technology
over our course of work, while understanding the operational needs and requirements of the client. By adopting various
technologies in the project, we have successfully increased efficiency and productivity of our FM operations, allowing
clients to have a better overview, data and insights of the facilities even during the pandemic.
Smart Estate allows facilities to operate and function more efficiently, increase productivity and enhance pandemic
resilience capabilities by leveraging on data and remote monitoring with minimal manpower onsite.		

Digitalisation of Facilities Management (FM) operation at CPG’s Data Centre
1. Implementation of sensors for monitoring and capturing of data
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2. Ensure remote monitoring of data and alerts notifications
3. Digitalisation of FM work processes
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4. Ensure useful data are captured and stored on system platform
5. Big data analysis based on collected data to improve efficiency
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